
The Blazar BL Lacertae: 2018-2020 V, R and I Band CCD Photometry

Introduction: BL Lacertae is a type of 
active galactic nucleus (AGN) known as a 
blazar, and is also the prototype of a class of 
AGN’s known as BL Lac objects. These 
objects are non-thermal radiators and display 
rapid variability with time, emission which is 
strongly linearly polarized, and almost 
lineless spectra4. This source is not only 
undergoing an optical outburst at this time, 
but it also has displayed increased activity at 
gamma-ray wavelengths 2,3. 
     By studying BL Lac’s optical behavior and 
comparing it to its high-energy variability, we 
can help characterize and define the location 
within this AGN of the high-energy outbursts 
and help determine what produces them4.

Observations: Observations were made using the 
20-inch, f/6.8 Planewave operated by Gary Walker at the 
SRO location. This telescope is equipped with a FLI 
Kepler KL400 CCD and Johnson-Cousins UBVRI filters.  
The acquired data was calibrated and photometered using 
MaxIm DL. The differential photometry was done using 
reference stars B, C and H, shown below in Figure 1 and 
Table 1. Our preliminary photometric results are 
displayed in the composite light curve below (See Fig. 2). 
All our observations have SNRs > 100. Note that 
transformation coefficients have not yet been applied to 
this data.

Conclusions: From Fig. 2, it is seen that BL Lac has 
been brightening across all three bands. Our data also 
displays characteristically large variations in magnitude 
over short time frames. Our preliminary V, R, and I data 
behavior is consistent with that of the Steward 
Observatory, which clearly shows this increase in flux 
since 2018, and the BU Blazar Group’s BL Lac R 
photometry. We note that even though BL Lac is very 
bright at the current epoch, we don’t see bright flares in 
gamma-rays, similar to the large event at MJD = 8400 
during our observations. Nonetheless, 𝛾-ray activity has 
increased with some flaring during the period of greatly 
increased optical flux2, 3, August - September 2020.
     Future Work: We plan to complete the Aug.-Sept. 
2020 V  photometry shortly, and apply our V, R, I 
transformation coefficients to improve our light curves, 
afterwhich we calculate color indices. As can be seen in 
Fig.2, there are large gaps in our coverage. To help 
characterize BL Lac’s time behavior better and produce 
a better sampled light curve, we also plan to add 
AAVSO CCD and Steward Observatory V, R and I 
observations to our light curve. We will continue 
monitoring BL Lac, as it is still bright at optical and 
active
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Abstract: We observed the gamma ray loud 
AGN, BL Lacertae (BL Lac - RA: 
22:02:43.290, Dec: +42:16:39.98  J2000; z 
=0.0691), in the V, R and I optical bands 
between July 2018 and September 2020 using 
the Walker telescope located at Sierra Remote 
Observatories. This source was active at these 
wavelengths during this time, and since August 
2020 has been in a historically bright state. We 
present our 3-year V, R and I band light curves 
for BL Lac and compare its optical variations 
with this AGN's gamma-ray behavior as 
observed by NASA’s Fermi-LAT.

Figure 1: Bl Lacertae and reference stars 
finder chart.

Figure 2: V, R, and I band optical 
light curves for BL Lacertae from the 
SRO-Walker telescope, July 2018 
through early September 2020 (top 3 
plots). Though not presented here, 
preliminary photometry of our 
V-band observations from August and 
early September show that V 
magnitudes are around 13, half a 
magnitude brighter than those seen 
between MJD 8720-8780. Error bars 
are shown; most are smaller than the 
plot symbols. Errors have been 
calculated from the Poisson error 
alone.  The Fermi-LAT light-curve is 
shown at the bottom 
[https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/a
ccess/lat/msl_lc/]. 
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at gamma-ray 
wavelengths, when the 
SRO-Walker ‘scope 
resumes operations after 
the California wildfires.
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